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Abstract: In the paper the problems referring to the chosen aspects of evaluation of the
productive chains were presented. The analyses and investigations concerning evaluation of
the productive processes of sections type V29 in the real industrial conditions were described.
Made analyses and evaluation of the productive chains was based on investigations dealing
with time, costs and lacks which derives from applied technological and organizational
system realized for the investigated productive chains. The purpose of the study was to define
the influence of applied technological and organizational system on received effectivity of the
realized processes including determined value added in the examined processes and
possibility to receive competitive majority on the market. The detailed technical and
economic analysis was based on the suggested system of evaluation of the productive chains.
This system comprises application of measurement of costs using the method Active Based
Costing (ABC), timing of the operation model of value added in the material productive
processes, multi-criterion analysis and applying chosen economic coefficients.
Keywords: Productive chain, Evaluation of the productive processes, Value analysis, Quality,
cost,
1. INTRODUCTION
The present problems of evaluation and monitoring of productive processes become one of
the most important links in undertaking the management decisions so from point of view of
economics of production as of practical technology [1-6]. The demarcation of technical and
economic sciences on stage of undertaking the right decisions concerning evaluation and
monitoring of productive processes, becomes incorrect and it in inadequate manner regarding values carried in by both sciences - limits obtained results in driven analyses. This
is why it is so important to use technological knowledge in economic aspect to classifying,
evaluation and projecting of productive processes. One of the most important aspects
describing present processes – as it was show in numerous investigations – is the quality of
the product, which is the result of the quality of the planned and realized productive chain
[1,4,7-9].
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The aim of the study was an evaluation of the chosen productive processes of the
metallurgic industry with regard to technological and organizational connections, based on
accepted methods of investigations. The study was done in chosen national firms of
metallurgic industry possessing Quality Management System.
The following methods were used: Pareto-Lorenz’s analysis (ABC) – analysis of costs
of lacks; econometric coefficients; timing of technological and organizational operations;
model of value added in material productive processes; multi-criterion analysis of evaluation
of productive processes; examination of mechanical and technological parameters applied in
evaluation of quality of chosen processes.
The productive chains of sections type V29 were analysed in the integrated ironworks “X”
and cooperating ironworks “Y” and “Z”. The subject of the investigations was the productive
process of the sections type V29, which is used in mining. Sections V29 are produced from
steel: 34 GJ (PN-89/H-840023/05) in the firm “X”; 31 Mn4 (DIN 21544) in the firm “Z”.
Steel 31 Mn4 is a German equivalent of Polish steel 34 GJ.
3. DISCUSSION OF INVESTIGATION RESULTS
The product had the same technical parameters in both analysed productive chains (PN - H
993221 – 1). The analysed productive chains of sections type V29 significantly differ from
each other. The process realized in firm “X” begins from producing raw stuff in blast-furnace
process, and further is realized through converter process, outside blast-furnace tooling and
continuous pouring off steel. In the firm “Y” at the beginning is scrap-metal, and the process
begins from smelting of steel in the electric arched stove and finishes with continuous pouring
off steel, cutting and marking. Further process of roll forming is realized in the firm “Z”.
Described in the study model of evaluation of value added in material productive
processes was based on division of operations on these which add the value and those which
do not add the value. Obtained values of costs were defined on the basis of analysis of costs
using the method: Active Based Costing. The results are presented in the Table 1 (analysis of
productive processes of sections type V29).
Table 1.
Costs of production and value added for productive chains of sections type V29
Firm
Type of costs
X
Y and Z
Production
48,35 %
63,17 %
Storing and transportation
2,63 %
4,6 %
Control
3,12 %
6,5 %
Lacks
0,44 %
2,15 %
Costs together
54,54 %
76,42 %
Value added
45,46 %
23,58 %
Price
100 %
100 %
Made cost-time analysis of chosen productive chains of sections type V29 allows to
determine exactly the parameters of productions concerning obtained time and cost effectivity (table2).
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Table 2.
Time effectivity (Eh) and cost effectivity (Ek) of productive processes of sections type V29
Effectivity
X
Y and Z
Ek
89,4 %
84,50 %
Eh
79,65 %
75,50 %
In the purpose of better evaluation of productive processes, comparison of obtained values
of lacks in analysed productive processes was done, which are generated by technology and
means of management. On the basis of analysis of lacks, costs of lacks and their participation
in the process of creation of value added were described.
In the table 3 quantity of lacks is presented. The obtained quantities of lacks derive from
qualitative analyses made in firms and comprise data of one year (2002).
Table 3.
Level of lacks in the examined processes of the sections type V29 (in percent)
Firm
Place
of formation of lacks
X
Y
Steel (melt)
0,23 %
Section
0,89 %
-

Z
3,08 %

The analysis of lacks reveal that the greatest participation of lacks in the realized process
was in the firm “Z” for the process of roll forming.
Successively, an evaluation of productive chains of sections type V29 was made using a
coefficient of productiveness according to value added – PAV (1) [10,11], which was defined
as the relation of value added to the time of production tw:
C−K
(1)
PAV =
tw

where: C – price; K – costs of production.
Obtained values of coefficient of productiveness according to value added for examined
productive chains are presented on the illustration1.
Value of productiveness for the process realized in the firm “X” is presently much more
greater, what means that applying technology and organization of the process allow to more
effective organization of the production and achieving more profit.
The ideal processes (lacks=0, elimination of operations not bringing value) indicate at
significant increase in productiveness of the analysed processes, but for process realized in the
productive chain in firms “Z” and “Y” it grows over 100%.
Made investigations and analyses concerning processes of forming of sections type V29
permit to show that to the factors significantly influencing economical results belong so
technology as applied manner of realization of processes, and also human factor which
stimulates obtained values of lacks. The own study indicate that applied technologies are not
fully used from regard on instability or inefficient organizational system.
4. SUMMARY
Presented in the paper means of evaluation is one of the methods. The meaning of created
in the productive processes value was shown as one of the main economic coefficients which
allows to evaluate the productive processes.
Suggested in the paper means of evaluation of the processes with use of some defined
econometric coefficients refers to three main parameters: time, costs and quality, and is
simple and univocal.
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Figure 1. Values of productiveness of the work according to value added for the examined
proceses
Such look at the productive processes allows to assess productiveness of realized processes
through created in them value and to seek for ways of building the success.
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